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I. Fill in the blanks 

1. Babur was the founder of the mughal dynasty 

2. Babur was the native of farghana 

3. Babur belongs to the family of Taimur or Chagatai Turk 

4. The last king of Delhi sultanate was Ibrahim lodhi 

5. The battle of First panipet  led to the foundation of the moghul empire 

6. In the battle of first panipat babur defeated Ibrahimlodhi 

7. The rajput king that was defeated by babur was Rana sangram singh 

8. Babur defeated Rana sangram singh in the battle  kanwah 

9. Babur defeated the afghans in the battle of Gogra 

10. Babur wrote his autobiography called Tuzuki-i-babri 

11. Humayun lost his throne in the battle of Bilgram or kanaj 

12. Sher shah defeated humayun in the battle of Bilgram and usurped the moghul throne 

13. The revenue system by sher shah was called Ryot waisystem 

14. The guardian of akbar was Bairamkhan 

15. The battle that enable akbar to ascend the throne of delhi 2
nd

 battle of panipat 

16. In the battle of second panipat bairam khan defeated Hemu 

17. The Gondawana princes defeated by akbar was Rani Durgawali 

18. The rajput leader that was defeated by akbar was Rana prathap singh 

19. Akbar defeated Ranaprathap singh in the battle of Haldigath 

20. The new religion founded by akbar was Dinillahi 

21. The new capital city built by akbar was Fathepur sikri 

22. The house of worship built by akbar of fatehpur sikri was Ibadat khana 

23. The revenue system introduced by akbar was called Bandobur 

24. In commemoration of deccan conquest akbar built Buland darwaja 

25. The number of subas in the moghul empire during the time of akbar were fifteen 

26. The chain of justice was erected by Jahangir 

27. Nurjahan was the wife of Jahangir 

28. The most enlightened of learned moghal prince was Darasukor 

29. Dura sukor was the son of Shahjahan 

30. The sikh guru Tejbahadur was executed by Aurangazeb 

31. Nadir shah invaded India during the time of Mom mud shah 

32. The last moghal king was Bahadur shah II 

33. Akbar was dthe architect of moghul empire 

34. The military system introduced by akbar was Mansabdari system  

35. Abdul fazi was the court poet of akbar 

36. The moghal empire Shahjahan used marble in building activity 

37. Who was the great moghul empire that patronized painting Akbar 

38. Gurunanak was the founder of sikh religion 

39. The fifth guru of sikh regligion was Arjun devji 

40. The founder of the mouatha empire was Shivaji 

 

II. Short Answers 

1. The Mughal ruler who defeated Rana sangram singh  

A: Babur 

2. The sikh guru who was executed by Aurangazeb 

A: Guru Tej Bahadur 



3. The coronation of shivaji as chatrapati took place in the which year? 

A: 1674 

4. Bahadur shah was the ruler of? 

G: Gujarath 

5. Akbar’s first wife was ? 

A: Maryam-I-Jamani) 

6. Who is the winner of third battle of panipat? 

A: Ahmed shah abdali 

7. Akbar was born in ? 

A: Sindh 

8. The mughal ruler who encouraged painting ? 

A: Jahangir 

9. Mumtaj mahal was the wife of? 

A: Shahjahan 

10. Akbar name was written by? 

A: Abdul Fazal  


